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Wednesday, October 22, 2008

“I detest life-insurance agents;
they always argue that I shall
some day die, which is not so.”
~Stephen Leacock

An Article That
Uses the Word
“Smorgasborg”
A Lot of Times
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~
Daily Bull

Ever since I took CE 3332, A
Smorgasborg of Construction Fundamentals, I have
been infatuated with the
word smorgasborg. For the
longest time, I wanted to
write an article about smorgasborgs and how awesome it would be to have a
smorgasborg of something
really neat. But I could never
come up with anything specific to have a smorgasborg
of. That’s when it hit me: I
would have a smorgasborg
of smorgasborgs.
Do you realize how crazy
a smorgasborg of smorgasborgs would be? It’d be
like a whole big warehouse
filled with a smorgasborg of
tables covered in a smorgasborg of who knows
what. Naturally, it’d all be
delivered by a smorgasborg
of industrial equipment like
backhoes, dump trucks,
...see A Big Buffet on back

A Modest Proposal:
Global Warming

Many intelligent people are working hard
to try to stem the increase in the degrees
of the Earth and they have come up
with ideas they feel could help save the
Earth. They range from lowering carbon
emissions to creating reflective clouds
to dropping ice cubes harvested from
comets into the ocean. All of these ideas
hold merit, but they don’t match up to
the awesomeness of my proposal. I
propose that we move the Earth farther
away from the Sun.
It makes perfect sense. Let’s relate this
to a campfire. If you are sitting next to
a campfire and you are getting uncomfortably hot, what do you do to cool
down? You move away from it. You
don’t try to cool yourself by blowing
on or pouring ice all over yourself. This is
essentially what I propose we do. Move
Earth away from the campfire instead
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of trying to pour ice all over it. It may
seem daunting, but the task of moving
the 5.9742 x 1024 kilogram rock we call
Earth is relatively simple. All we need to
do is equip the Earth with the largest
rockets ever built.
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There will be several thousand of these
rockets. Once built, each rocket will
be placed into an array to form the
Very Large Rocket Array (VLRA). The
VLRA will be built in the Pacific Ocean
and be placed on the Earth’s plane of
orbit around the Sun. This is so that the
VLRA won’t be in anybody’s way and
to provide the maximum thrust in the
direction we need it. It is also useful to
have all of that water around for the fuel
and in case any of the rockets decide
they want to explode. Since the Earth
is relatively small, we wouldn’t need
each rocket to be that large. Each rocket
would only take up an area close to the
size of Rhode Island. To give the Earth an
acceleration of one meter per second
the VLRA would need to create a total
thrust approximate to 1017 (100 million
billion) space shuttles. Each rocket will
therefore need to provide a thrust of
around 1012 to 1014 space shuttles. All
of this required energy will be provided
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By Hylinn Taggart ~ Daily Bull

Everybody knows about the topic of
global warming. In recent years the Earth
has been warming up and causing a
whole mess of ecological changes. If the
Earth heats up too much it could spell
disaster for life as we know it. It doesn’t
matter what is causing the heat up. If we
want to keep on living the way we are
living, we need to deal with it now.

The Steaming Pile

Straight from you-know-where!

...see Blast off on back

If winter doesn’t start off with a bang, I’ll be
extremely disappointed. Bring on the blizzard!

...Blast off from front

by none other that the Pacific Ocean.
When activated the rockets will take
the water from the ocean and perform a form of electrolysis on it. The
resultant oxygen and hydrogen will be
compressed to liquid form and then
used to fuel the rockets.
The VLRA will only need to be fired
twice per move of the Earth. The VLRA
will be used when the Earth is being
accelerated to traveling speed and
when being accelerated back down
to resting speed. The whole move of
the Earth will take a few years because
the Earth can only be accelerated to
a relatively slow speed without drying
out the Pacific Ocean. During the activation of the VLRA, the temperature
of the Earth will increase a tad, but
will eventually relax back down as
the Earth moves on its journey to its
new home.

the Earth decides to heat up some
more or if we go into an ice age,
but I have another solution for that
all together. Since the Earth will be
in a larger and longer orbit, the year
will be longer. The longer year would
mean longer seasons. This lends itself
to better growing seasons for farmers
and a longer summer/winter for tourist
locations. You could accomplish more
on your list of things to do before
you’re thirty. Think about all that you
could get accomplished with a few
more days added on to the end of
the calendar.
...A Big Buffet from front

forklifts, and the like. It’d be so delicious, it’d be like having a smorgasborg of Gushers of all the flavors of
the universe exploding in your mouth
at once.

Now that’s assuming the smorgasborg of smorgasborgs include actual
The VLRA should remain built even smorgasborgs of food. That’s where
after the initial move. This is in case the word smorgasborg comes from.
Pretty much smorgasborg means, according to the Wikipedia article on
smorgasborgs, “smorgasborg refers
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friends who were unable to make it,
or possibly even some of the smorgasborg of people who got ambushed by the smorgasborg of traps
if they survived the smorgasborg of
injuries the likely sustained. It would
be even better if you had a smorgasborg of pictures from a smorgasborg
of sweet camera angles that you
could piece together into a giant 3-D
panorama of the epic smorgasborg
A smorgasborg of smorgasborgs of smorgasborgs.
would not be complete without a
smorgasborg of awesome people Now that would be the smorgasfrom a smorgasborg of awesome borg champion. I bet it would be so
places. I’d have a smorgasborg of awesome that a smorgasborg of mapeople who enjoy the smorgasborg jor museums would be clamoring to
of things I enjoy, such as smorgas- add the photo smorgasborg to their
borgs, as well as my smorgasborg of smorgasborg collections or famous
good friends. I’d also have a smor- art. I can see it now: the plaque
gasborg of people I don’t like, who next to my smorgasborg of smorgaswould be subject to a smorgasborg borgs would say something like, “ On
of really great things that the smorgas- Wednesday, October 22nd, Nathan
borg of people I had invited would Invincible used the word smorgasvote on to decide what we do to borg 82 times. Congratulations.”
them. A smorgasborg of fun!
Then I would be the smorgasborg
champ. Yes.
After stuffing our faces on a smorgasAnd on your right, you’ll see the first
borg of smorgasborgs, the whole lot
installment of the Daily Bull’s (or Naof us would need to chill out and di- than Invincible’s) continuing coverage
gest, which we’d do on a smorgas- of the upcoming election.
borg of extremely comfy couches,
all which face a smorgasborg of TVs The Daily Bull currently doesn’t have a
political agenda, other than to inform
with a smorgasborg of channels to you, the opinionated voter, what’s going
choose from, some of which have on out there that CNN isn’t telling you.
smorgasborgs of documentaries on But first, a word from our sponsor:
the groundbreaking smorgasborg
of smorgasborgs that we were taking part in. Imagine that: full after a
smorgasborg of smorgasborgs while
watching a smorgasborg of documentaries on the smorgasborg of
smorgasborgs at a smorgasborg of
smorgasborgs. Could life get any
better?
smorgasborg of people who don’t
like how I use smorgasborg into my
smorgasborg of smorgasborgs. Instead I’d leave them outside, where I
would ambush them with a smorgasborg of traps that I had set up for the
exact purpose of making fools out
of the smorgasborg of smorgasborg
crashers for disliking my smorgasborg
misuse.

Even more naturally than a smorgasborg of machinery operating a smorgasborg of smorgasborgs are a whole
smorgasborg of people who are angry that I am using the word smorgasborg wrong. I know. It’s also spelled
smorgasbord. And Smörgåsbord,
which includes a smorgasborg of little thingies that probably show up as
blocks because the font the Daily Bull
uses only has a limited smorgasborg
Only if you could tell a smorgasborg
of acceptable characters.
of stories about your smorgasborg
Course, I probably wouldn’t let the experiences to the smorgasborg of

Obama Found to Be
Part Human
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

It was revealed late Monday night
that Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama was a human being, possessing the some of the very
traits that make us caring individuals.
“When he said he was going to take
a few days off to visit his sick grandmother, I think that was the first time
I’d ever heard him commit to doing
something away from the campaign
trail,” testified a senior staff member.
“It’s very unlike him to actually show
feeling like that. It’s almost, you know,
human.”
Ever since clinching the Democratic
primaries, Obama has led a non-stop
war for the White House both on and
off the camera. With very little time
to spend with his family, his loved
ones have been forced to campaign
along with him, often jumping autograph lines to get a chance to see
their father for the first time in person
in over six weeks.
“I ‘member when my daddy used to
read me books and play games with
me,” says Obama’s seven year old
daughter Natasha. “Now he’s like a
mean ol’ robot and says stuff on a
stand with lotsa people on TV and
stuff. I only see him a little while so
I’m sad.”
Many political pundits believe
Obama has been using his family as a
propaganda tool to woo voters before the election, and are currently
debating whether taking time off to
visit a dying relative is a strategic campaign move or an actual act of love
and kindness.

